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ABSTRACT

The onset of flow instability (OFI) is a significant phenomenon affecting the determination of a
safe operating power limit in the Savannah River Site production reactors. Tests performed at
Columbia University for a single tube with uniform axial and azimuthal heating have been ana- "-
lyzed with RELAP5/NPR, Version 0, a version of RELAP5/MOD3. The tests include water
flow rates from 3.2x10 _ - 2.1x10 -3 m3/s (5 - 33 gpm), Reynolds numbers from 30,000 -
400,000, and surface heat fluxes from 0 - 3.2x106 w/m 2 (0 - 1,000,000 Btu/_-ft2). Pressure
drop versus flow rate curves were mapped for both fixed pressure boundary conditions and
freed flow boundary conditions. RELAP5/MOD3 results showed fair agreement with data for
both types of boundary conditions, and good internal consistency between calculations using
the two different types of boundary conditions. Under single-phase unheated conditions, the
code overpredicted the pressure drop by 22 - 34%. Under single-phase heated conditions, the
overprediction increased to as much as 55%. For those tests where two-phase conditions were
observed at the channel exit, RELAP5 predicted lower flows than seen in the tests before
voiding occurred.

Introduction

RELAP5 has been used at the Savannah River Site (SRS) to perform reactor system thermal-
hydraulic analysis in support of safety analysis and power limits analysis for the United States
Department of Energy's K-Reactor. Because of the unique characteristics of the K-reactor,
code development to enhance RELAP5 has proceeded in parallel with applications. The New
Production Reactor (NPR) project recognized the capabilities of RELAP5 through its applica-
tion to the existing reactors and chose to use it as both a design code and an analytical safety
analysis code for the NPR. The work described in this paper was performed under the NPR
project, but the applicability of the work extends beyond specific NPR applications.

At the time RELAP5/MOD3 was selected for NPR applications, it was recognized that specific
aspects of the code were deficient. Two of these aspects are addressed in this paper, the wall
friction calculation and the lack of representing a heated wall effect; i.e., the observed reduc-
tion in wall friction resulting from the change in liquid viscosity in a heated boundary layer.

The objective of this task is to assess the capabilities of RELAP5/NPR Version 0, also identi-
fied as RELAP5/MOD3 Version 5q, to model the Single Tube Onset of Flow Instability (OFI)



Tests conducted at Columbia University under downflow conditions as part of the SRS reactor
restart program (subcontract AX-721092). Specifically, this assessment compares the calcu-
lated pressure drop and the OFI point with the test data. The OFI point is characterized by the
minimum point in the channel pressure drop versus flow rate curve, commonly known as the
demand curve. Due to the low pressure and temperature operating conditions and multiple
parallel channel fuel assembly design of the SRS reactors, flow instability is one of the most
important phenomena that can lead to a single or multiple coolant flow channel dryout and sub-
sequent fuel damage. Therefore, it is important to assess the ability of RELAP5 to accurately
predict this phenomenon. Implicit in this assessment is the evaluation of the single phase pres-
sure drop models in RELAP5, since the OFI point is determined from the pressure drop versus
flow characteristics.

This paper will discuss the analytical method used to assess RELAP5 against the CU data, the
experiment and data, the RELAP5 models used, the data comparisons and an analysis of those
comparisons, and conclusions.

Assessment Method

In order to determine the OFI conditions in uniformly heated tubes under coolant downflow
conditions, nine different test sections were tested at Columbia University's Single Tube Test
Facility 1 for the SRS K-reactor restart program. Approximately 1750 steady state test runs
were made, each of which required measurement of key thermal hydraulic parameters at a de-"
sired power level, inlet temperature, exit pressure and flow rate. A set of runs for which the
test section flow was reduced gradually to the OFI point and beyond constituted a demand
curve. A total of 90 test runs representing six demand curves were selected for a preliminary
assessment of RELAP5/MOD3, Version 7i. A total of 50 test conditions corresponding to
these six demand curves were selected to make calculational comparisons with the data.2

Tes_ Facili_ Description. Figure 4.1 shows the Single Tube Test Facility. The flow loop
consists of a high head pump, test section, heat rejection system and a 100-gallon holding tank
kept under a gas blanket to provide the desired system pressure. The loop is fully instrumented
to achieve the desired test conditions and the test section is heavily instrumented to measure
pressure drop and wall temperature measurements at several axial and azimuthal locations. The
remaining facilities include a data acquisition system and DC power supply. The test facility is
capable of providing an inlet temperature between 70 - 150°F, exit pressure between 20 - 100
psig, and wall heat flux of up to 2 million Badhr-ft 2.

Modes of Testing. The test facility was operated under two distinct test modes, controlled
flow and controlled AP. In the controlled flow mode, the test section was provided the desired
flow rate regardless of the test section pressure drop. This was achieved by using either a
positive displacement pump or heavily throttled high head centrifugal pump. This flow mode
was necessary to trace out the demand curve at flows lower than those at the minimum (OFI)
point. On the other hand, the controlled At) condition was achieved by using a large flow by-
pass line parallel to the test section. The pressure drop across the test section was determined
by the bypass line. The flow distribution between the test section and the bypass was deter-
mined by their relative resistances. The test section Al:)was gradually reduced by reducing the
total flow rate. Reference 1 documents ali the runs made by the controlled flow mode, whereas
ali the controlled AP runs are given in Reference 3. It was experimentally determined that the
demand curves obtained under both flow modes were the same up to the point of flow instabil-
ity. However, only the controlled flow test data were selected for the present code certification
since only they provided data under conditions beyond the OFI point where At) increased dra-
matically due to two-phase flow.
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Table 1. CU Test Matrix for 96" Long, 0.612" ID Inconel Tube
Test Run Numbers

Exit Inlet ,
Pressure Temp (°F) Heat Flux (million Btu/hr.ft2)

(psia)
0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0|,. i ,,,i

34.7 7-% xx 1020-1037#4 1038-1053 1054-1068 1069-1084
121 xx 971-990 991-1005 1006-1019 1085-1099

64.7 77 821-832 #1 953-970 #3 845-861 #5 889-905 906-919 #6
121 833-844 #2 935-952 862-875 876-888 920-934

# Denote the demand curve numbers selected for RELAPS/NPR Vs 0 certification.

Test Data $flecte.4t for RELAP5 Certification. A total of 90 test runs with a 0.612-inch
lED, 96-inch long Inconel tube were selected for RELAP5 certification. The selected test runs,
shown in Table 1 represented six demand curves. The test conditions included two unheated

curves at 77°F and 121°F respective inlet temperatures, two exit pressure values of 34.7 psia
and 64.7 psi and three values of axially uniform heat flux (0.4, 0.6, 1.0 million Btu/hr-ft2).
For each steady state run, a total of 64 measurements were recorded. The pertinent measure-
ments were the inlet fluid temperature, exit pressure, flow rate, wall heat flux and test section
pressure drop.

Figure 1. Single Tube Test Facility at Columbia University
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As mentioned above, only the controlled flow tests were selected for this certification. The fol-
lowing considerations lead to this choice.

(i) OFI occurred, at nearly the same test section flow conditions for either mode of testing,
controlled AP or controlled flow.

(ii) The demand curve includes data points beyond OFI conditions, making the minimum
point (OFI point) more identifiable.

(iii) For flow rates less than those at OFI point, the two-phase pressure drop data are avail-
able to compare against the code precliction.

(iv) The uncertainty in the test section flow measurement is much smaller in the controlled
flow mode, since it was measured directly. In the controlled AP mode, the test section flow
was inferred by subtracting the bypass flow from the total flow, both of which were large
numbers.

(v) The controlled flow test data have been used for a detailed comparison with
FLOWTRAN code. 4 The single phase pressure drop agreement was found to be excellent
(less than 5% difference).

RELAP5/MOD3 Model "

Ali the test runs were made under stead_,
state conditions, so the RELAP5 input ,_
model was prepared only for the test sec-
tion. Figure 2 shows the RELAP5 model.
The test section was represented by a pipe ,0,
component with sixteen volumes, each six Sd_LJI.INORTMPI_N
inches long, and each with an associated
heat structure representing the pipe wall.
Time-dependent volume and junction com-
ponents were used as needed to supply the ,e

inlet and outlet boundary conditions, rmu_,es"_r _p,,((,evouj,a.s,
I _JUNCTIONS)

The input model was run in either con-
trolled AP mode or controlled flow mode.
For the controlled AP mode, the pressure
and the inlet temperature in the time-depen-
dent volumes were fixed, and the code cal-
culated the steady flow rate through the
tube based on this imposed pressure differ- z99SNC_.
ence. This was s_,milar to reactor condi-
tions where the individual flow in a fuel as- _0o
sembly (or even a subchannel) was the "_'_"
consequence of the imposed pressure dif- ---'-

, ference between the inlet and outlet plena.
The exit pressure was held constant and the
inlet pressure changed to achieve the de-
sired z_. Table 2 lists the six input condi- Figure 2. RELAP5 Input Model for
tions for this test mode. These conditions CU Single Tube Test Section
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were selected from the previous RELAP5 assessment 2 in order to determine whether there
were any discrepancies between the two RELAP5 versions, 7i and 5q. For the controlled flow
mode, a total of 111 RELAP5 runs were made. The input conditions for this mode are given in
Table 3. The time-dependent volume at the inlet was connected to the test section with a time
dependent junction, where the desired flow rate was set. The ou",letpressure was held constant
and RELAP5 calculated the inlet pressure, thus yielding the pressure drop across the test
section. Note that some RELAP5 runs were made at flow rates below those achieved in the
experiments. During the experiments, once the OFI point was established, the flow was not
further reduced to preclude physical burnout.

Results

In this section, the computed RELAP5 results are presented and compared with the test data.
The discussion is organized into the single phase pressure drop comparisons for each of the
control modes and OFI comparisOhs.

Pressure DmpComparisonsforControlledAPModel. As shown in Table 2, six
RELAP5 Version 5q runs were made under the controlled AP mode to compare with the pre-
liminary assessment results of version 7i.2 The pressure drop data are given in terms of the di-
rect differential pressure transducer measurements, APra. These are related to the test section
pressure drop by correcting for the gravity head of the liquid in the sense lines with the follow-
ing relationship,

APra = Pi- Po + Pf g L,

where: Ofis the fluid density in the differential pressure transducer sense lines, and
L is the vertical distance between the test section pressure taps.

The calculated value of the transducer reading is denoted RELAP5 APra and is compared with
the data, Expt. APra • The inlet and outlet pressures, Pi and Po, were imposed as boundary
conditions. For ali six cases, the results were found to be identical to the previous results.

Table 2. Input Conditions for RELAPS Runs (Controlled AP Model)
• lniet Exit Inlet Surface Pi - Po

RELAP5 Pressure Pressure Temlxamme Heat Flux

Run No.* Pi (psia) Po (psia) (°F) _Btu/hr-ft2) (psi)
2 69.7 64.7 77 0 5
4 61.7 64.7 77 0 - 3

10 69.7 64.7 77 395,000 5
13 62.2 64.7 77 395,000 -2.5
26 64.0 64.7 77 596,000 -0.7

26(c) 63.3 64..7 77 596,000 -1.4
• These RELAP$ run numbers are selected from Table 3.6.2 of Reference 2.

.Table 3. Input Conditions for RELAPS Runs (Controlled Flow Model)
l_.mand CU Run InletT Exit P Surfaceheat Measuredflowrate Calculatedflow
Curve Number (°F) (_ia) flux range raterange

(range) (Badar.ft2) (gpm) (&,pm)
- 1 82'2-832 77 64.7 0 31 - 5.13 31 - 5.13

2 837-844 121 64.7 0 31.71 - 6.10 31.71- 6.10
3 953-970 77 64.7 395000 31.64 - 5.0 31.64 - 3.5
4 1021-1035 77 34.7 398 000 13.93 - 5.86 13.93- 4.75
5 845-859 77 64.7 596 000 31.99 - 7.41 31.99- 5.75
6 907-919 77 64.7 996 000 32.10- 12.25 32.10 - 10.00

II i
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Before comparing the calculations and the test data, it is important to note that the test data were
obtained by setting the flow at a desired value and measuring the pressure drop. On the other
hand, the RELAP5 runs were made by imposing a pressure difference and observing the calcu-
lated flow. Therefore, RELAP5 calculated points are not perfectly matched with the experi-
mental points. To make meaningful comparisons, the test data were interpolated with a 5th de-
gree polynomial, and RELAP5 calculated points were compared with the interpolated data.
The results presented here in graphical form show both the test data and the interpolating curve.

Pressure drop comparisons are tabulated in Table 4, which lists the RELAP5 run number, test
section flow rate, calculated pressure drop RELAP5 APra, Expt. APra,and the per cent differ-
ence between calculation and measurement. A positive difference means that RELAP5 over-
predicted APra. It can be seen that RELAP5 always overpredicted the pressure drop under both
heated and unheated single phase conditions. The results are shown graphically in the next
section.

Pressure Drot_ Comt_arisons for Controlled F10w Model. For this model, RELAP5 runs
were made corresponding to the six demand curves listed in Table 3. The test section exit
pressure was held constant and the flow at the inlet was specified. RELAP5 then calculated the
inlet pressure. A summary of the pressure drop comparisons for this flow mode is given in
Table 5. Listed are the demand curve number, range of test section flow rates, range of Expt.
APra,range of calculated pressure drops RELAP5 APra, and the range of per cent differences in "
APm. A positive difference means that RELAP5 overpredicted APm. The range of per cent dif-
ferences does not necessarily correspond to the same maxima and minima shown in columns
three and four of Table 5. Furthermore, the values shown in Table 5 are limited to single-
phase conditions in the test section. Two-phase comparisons are not shown because RELAP5
did not predict void formation under the conditions observed experimentally, thereby making
pressure drop comparisons meaningless.

Once again, RELAP5 overpredicted the pressure drop under both heated and unheated single
phase conditions. In the runs where RELAP5 underpredicted, the observed flow near the exit
was two-phase with attendant higher pressure drops, whereas RELAP5 still predicted single
phase conditions and lower pressure drops. A detailed discussion is provided below with a
graphical presentation of the data.

Figure 3 shows the pressure drop comparisons under unheated conditions for the inlet tempera-
ture of 77°F. For the entire flow range, RELAP5 overpredicted the pressure drop by 20 -
34%. Much of this discrepancy can be attributed to the RELAP5 wall friction calculation. The
friction factor in RELAP5 is calculated from four equations depending upon Reynolds number.
The corresponding four regimes are (i) laminar, (ii) laminar-turbulent transition, (iii) turbulent-
full turbulent transition, and (iv) fully turbulent. Ali the RELAP5 runs discussed here were
made under the conditions where the Reynolds number was in the third regime. In this regime,
RELAP5 employs an interpolation scheme that approximates the Colebrook equation 5 to de-
termine the friction factor. It is the RELAP5 approximation that leads to the observed discrep-
ancy. The data used here were examined earlier for FLOWTRAN benchmarking 4 with excel-
lent results. Therefore, the FLOWTRAN friction model 6 was examined. It is based upon the
Moody equation 7 for the turbulent regime. A hand calculation using both of the above models
(Colebrook and Moody) explained the discrepancies under unheated conditions. During the
preliminary assessment, a trial version of RELAP5 was equipped with Moody's model and one
unheated run was made at
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Table 4. Pressure Drop Comparisons Between RELAP5 and Test Data
(Contro'.led AP Model)

RELAP5 Flow Rate RELAP5 APm Expt. APra % cliff in APm
Run No. _nm psi nsi
2 17.43 8.62 7.13 20.85
4 3.55 0.62 0.51 21.29
10 17.79 8.62 5.97 44.32
13 5.22 1.12 0.93 20.65
26 9.73 2.92 2.17 34.81
26(c) 8,16 2.22 1,98 12.41

Table 5. Pressure Drop Comparisons Between RELAP5 and Test Data
(Controlled Flow Model) . Summary Table

Demand Curve Flow rate (gpm) Expt. AP m RELAP5 APm % diff in APra

. ,, (psi) , (psi)
1 31.00-12.76 18.414.04 24.62-4.93 33.73-22.03
2 31.71-8.08 17.72-1.65 23.77-1.98 34.14-20.00
3 31.64-5.74 17.20-0.96 24.99-1.26 47.21-31.25
4 33.27-6.87 18.30-1.35 27.43-1.67 49.89-23.70
5 31.99-8.36 16.61-1.92 25.28-2.32 54.87-20.83
6 32.10-14.55 15.85-4.74 25.13-5.91 58.55-24.68

APraof 6.62 psi. This resulted in an excellent comparison (~ 2% difference). Several explicit -
approximations of the implicit Colebrook equation are available 8 in addition to Moody's equa-
tion; most represent the Colebrook equation very closely. It has been recommended that the
INEL use the Zigrang-Sylvester equation given in Ref. 8 in future versions of RELAP5.

Figures 4 and 5 provide a comparison between the RELAP5 results and the test data under
heated conditions. Test conditions in Figures 4 and 5 were similar except for the heat flux ap-
plied to the test section. In Figure 4, a nominal heat flux of 400,000 Btu/hr-ft 2 was applied to
the test section. At high flow rates where the exit conditions were still single phase, the pres-
sure drop discrepancies were larger than those seen in the unheated cases. In Figure 5, the heat
flux was increased to 596,000 Btu/hr-ft 2. The difference between the calculation and the data
was now around 59% for the high flow single phase regime. The results indicated that the dif-
ference between the two friction models alone did not account for such large discrepancies. A
comparison between the FLOWTRAN 6 and the RELAP5 friction models revealed that
FLOWTRAN employed a "heated wall effect" which was not considered in RELAP5. This
heated wall effect accounted for significant variations in the fluid viscosity in the presence of
wall heat transfer and thermal gradients in the boundary layer. Neglecting this viscosity varia-
tion tended to overestimate the friction factor and give the higher pressure drop. In a trial ver-
sion of RELAP5, the heated wall effect was introduced in the same manner used in
FLOWTRAN, along with the Moody model. One RELAP5 run was made at APra= 6.62 psi
and showed significantly improved agreement. Recommendations to the INEL for improving
the single phase friction model in RELAP5 also included addition of the heated wall effect.

OFI Comparisons. The onset of flow instability (OFI) point is characterized by the mini-
mum point on the demand curve. As discussed earlier, the minimum point was experimentally
traced out since the flow was controlled regardless of the test section pressure drop. For the
preliminary RELAP5 assessment, 2 only the controlled AP mode RELAP5 runs were made and
only the right hand sides (flows above the OFI point) of the demand curves were traced, lt is
not possible to obtain a solution in the region on the left hand side of the OFI point for the
pressure driven problem. Therefore, the lowest converged flows were interpreted as the OFI
flow values.
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For the present code certification,only six controlled AI:'runs were repeated. However, a large
number of controlled flow runs were made for the four heateddemand curves, and the minima
were well identified. As evident from Figures 4 and 5, the pressure drop increased rapidly
below the OFI point, Table 6 compares the measured and calculated OFI flow rates for the
four demand curves obtainedwith the controlled flow mode. lt is seen that RELAP5 predicted
lower OFI flow rates than those measured.

,o. _.

30 ' ' • i • '"'" i ' " " • i .... l .... i .... i .... 4
HEATFLUX 0 Btu/hr-f12 l
INLET'_.MP 7"T'F

25 EXIT PRESSURE 64.7 psia •

20

10
_ .-

nl_ _ 5 _ • RELAP (Cont;'olled flow mode)

V,... 4 o RELAP(Controlled&Pmodel)

0 - " , . . . I .... ! . . . , I,,, • • • I . , . , I , • • .
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

FLOWRATE (gpm)
Figure 3. Demand Curves for Zero Heat Flux, 77°F Inlet Temp.

lt is interesting to compare the RELAP5 Version 5q OFI flow rates obtained in this study to
those obtained in the preliminary assessment study,2 where the RELAP5 Version 7i model was
run with a controlled AP mode. At low heat flux values, the OFI flow results were identical,
whereas for high heat flux demandcurves, the OH flow rates obtained in this study under con-
trolled flow conditions were closer to the ones measured experimentally. As pointed out ear-
lier, the pressure drop for single phase conditions compared very well for the two RELAP5
versions. However, the void generation in Version 7i was more delayed than in Version 5q.
This was possibly because of option 15, the "umbrella" heat transfer model, used in Version
7i. This would explain the OFI flow differences between the two versions, lt is to be noted
thatvoid was stilldelayed in Version 5q compared to data. Since Columbia University data did
not measure void fraction, the onset of voiding was inferred from the minimum in the demand
curve. The lack of a direct void measurement made ._timpossible to quantify the delay in
RELAP5 void generation.

Conclusions

The following conclusionswere drawnfrom this task of RELAP5/NPRVersion0 certification
againstColumbiaUniversitySingleTubeTests.
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Table 6. OFI Flow Rate Comparisons
Exit Press Inlet Temp Heat Flux Mess. OFI RELAP5 OFI RELAPS OFI %d'iff. In
psi OF Btu/hr-ft2 Flow, gpm Flow, gpm Flow, gpm OFI Flow

(this study) (from f4.411 (this studY1
64. 77 395000 5.74 5.22 5.22 -8.98
34.7 77 398000 6.89 6.41 6.41 -6.97
64.7 77 596000 8.36 7.84 7.35 -6.22
64.7 77 996000 14.55 _ 12.70 11.35 -12,71

(i) RELAP5 overpredicted pressure drop by 20 - 34% under unheated conditions. This was
attributedtoaninterpolationschemeinRELAP5 frictionmodelthatcalculatesthefrictionfactor
intheturbulent-fullturbulentregime,lthasbeenrecommended totheINEL tousethe
Zigrang-Sylvestcrequations,whichisamuch betterexplicitrepresentationoftheColcbrook
equationintheturbulent-fullturbulentregime.

(ii)Underheatedconditions,RELAP5 overprcdictedpressuredropbyupto59%. The addi-
tionaldiscrepancyisduetotheabsenceofa"heatedwalleffect"intheRELAP5 frictionmodel.
InclusionofthiseffectinthefrictionmodelhasalsobeenrecomrncndcdtotheINEL.

(iii)RELAP5 underprcdictedOFI flowratesby 6 -13% dependingupontheheatflux.This
isanimprovementfromancarlierassessment2wheretheunderpredictionwas upto22%.
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Figure 4. Demand Curves for 395,000 But/hr.ft2 Heat Flux
77°F Inlet Temp• 64.7 psia Exit Pressure
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Figure 5. Demand Curves for 596,000 But/hr.ft2 Heat Flux
7?°F In,let Temp. 64.7 psia Exit Pressure
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